
Astronomy DEVL/RDC Scope of Work 
Proposed participants in ANDS/Nectar/RDS DEVL &/or RDC projects are requested to submit a scope of 

work as part of the contracting process. This template should be utilised to complete a document 

totalling a maximum of 8 pages, including template text. This document should outline the high level 

aims and outputs and be sufficient to base a contract for funding upon. Once contracting has occurred, 

projects will be asked to submit a detailed project implementation plan as the first milestone. 

Acceptance of this detailed project implementation by ANDS/Nectar/RDS plan will trigger the initial 

project payment. 

Project Details: 

Project title: All Sky Virtual Observatory (ASVO)  

Contracting organisation: Astronomy Australia Limited 

Other organisations involved in project: Curtin University, Swinburne University and Pawsey 

Contact person name: Dr. Robert (Xiaobin) Shen 

Contact person phone & email:  

Project Aims: 

Summarise the context that leads to this project and briefly outline the broad outcomes that will be 

achieved. Please specify how these outcomes will relate to the four transformations in the ANDS, Nectar 

and RDS Alignment Overview: 
1. A world leading data advantage (Data); 

2. Innovation is accelerated (Innovation); 

3. Collaboration for borderless research (Collaboration); and 

4. Enhanced translation of research (Translation). 

 

The major component of this project involves building an ASVO MWA node. The overall goal of                
MWA project is to reduce the barriers for the community to discover, download and use both                
public and proprietary data. There are two main components to the MWA ASVO node work: 1)                
Provide individual and group level access control to data through a single unified interface, and 2)                
to provide enhanced pre-processing of the data by including on-the-fly calibration. 

● The first component will enable the ASVO node to serve publicly available data to external               
parties and for MWA collaboration members to access proprietary data, all with the same              
interface. This interface will remove an existing clunky command-line tool that is only             
available to MWA collaboration members. The interface will use the federated user and             
group authentication/authorisation system and will streamline the process for users to           
access, download and process MWA data. The use of the eduGAIN authentication service             
will be a pioneering innovation to better serve the needs of users in an international science                
collaboration like the MWA. It will be the first time such a service has been used for radio                  
astronomy data in Australia. 
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● The second component of the MWA ASVO node will use the most up-to-date system              
calibration information to apply on-the-fly calibration to MWA data, which will remove a             
required data processing step that is currently common to all MWA data processing over all               
science teams. This component of the ASVO system will therefore enable more rapid and              
more reliable processing of MWA data by taking advantage of centrally collated calibration             
information. The calibrations applied will be recorded as part of an associated provenance             
trail. 

● In order to achieve the above, the backend system will be upgraded to use a batch-queue                
and asynchronous data staging system compatible with the IVOA Universal Worker Service            
(UWS) and VOSpace Standards. This will allow users to asynchronously request calibrated            
data sets and stage them for a TBD period of time.  

In addition, the project includes a component to realise phase one of TAO 5. TAO 5 will expand the                   
TAO ASVO node to work across multiple HPC and cloud platforms. It will enable national and                
international collaborators to host their datasets and custom science modules locally within their             
own HPC/cloud infrastructure with access through the TAO platform. The design and            
implementation objectives of phase one are:  

● Build a distributed and easy to deploy TAO processing backbone that can harness the              
computational capabilities of multiple HPC platforms. 

● As a demonstration of the new distributed framework, build a new science module, the              
Intergalactic Medium (IGM) module, that models the effect of absorption due to            
line-of-sight intergalactic gas on SED module galaxy apparent magnitudes. 

● Apply the new IGM module within the updated TAO framework to the Meraxes 2 galaxy               
formation model, run on an initial set of ASTRO 3D CoE Genesis simulations hosted at NCI. 

Meraxes 2, filtered through the new IGM science module, will create a data pathway to producing                
unique simulated galaxy catalogues for a number of priority ASTRO 3D science objectives,             
including the study of the epoch of reionization and the evolution of early universe galaxies and                
gas (not possible with the current TAO). More broadly, the new distributed framework and              
processing backbone will move the node to the data, allowing borderless research that exceeds              
the boundaries of a single platform. Keeping the data local will give producers enhanced control               
over the data publishing process, and accelerate innovation by enabling in-house development of             
new TAO science modules, all while maintaining an open, easy-to-use, and scalable platform. As no               
other similar infrastructure exists anywhere else in the world, it will extend our world leading data                
advantage. 

Include a description of how this project is aligned with the Australian Government’s National Research 

Infrastructure Roadmap and Science and Research Priorities. 

The recently released national research infrastructure roadmap has recommended two priority           
areas for astronomy infrastructures. One of them is “maintain priority through full utilisation of              
the SKA precursor telescopes (ASKAP and MWA) to maximise the Australian benefit via technology              
development and scientific discovery during the construction of the SKA”. In accordance with the              
recommendations from the national research infrastructure roadmap, AAL will not only continue            
to support the operation of SKA-Low core infrastructures (MWA and ASKAP), but also partner with               
ANDS, NeCTAR and RDS to support the development of ASVO MWA node to reduce the technical                
barrier for public and enable MWA data to be easily findable, accessible, interoperable and              
reusable.  
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TAO is the national portal for the community’s most advanced astronomy simulations and             
theoretical models. TAO aligns with several of the infrastructure roadmap priorities, bridging            
science (Advanced Physics and Astronomy) with technology (Digital Data and eResearch           
Platforms). It connects to virtually all the large astronomy infrastructure projects in Australia (SKA,              
MWA, SkyMapper, etc), the institutions and centres who manage and use them (major             
universities, ASTRO-3D CoE, CSIRO), as well as international partners (e.g. hosting           
internationally-significant simulation datasets from Germany and the USA, ESO-connected         
simulations in the near future).  

Provide a profile of the research community and research partners that are collaborating on the 

proposal; include a summary of/link to the aims and infrastructure needs of the community, geographic 

spread or location and membership size. 

This project is part of a major ASVO enhancement initiative. The ASVO provides access to               
researchers to a growing collection of theoretical and observational datasets, via a distributed             
network of ASVO nodes. The following diagram shows the current five ASVO nodes and their               
supported datasets (both current and future in the next 12-18 months).  

 

The main component of this project is to develop an ASVO MWA node. The Murchison Widefield                
Array (MWA) is one of three telescopes designated as a Precursor for the SKA. The MWA has been                  
developed by an international collaboration, including partners from Australia, Canada, India, New            
Zealand, China and the United States.  
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Research Impact and Implementation:  

Explain why the research community, research institutions and/or the broader research system needs 

this infrastructure and why this need isn’t currently being met. Describe the benefits to be delivered to 

the identified research community and how they are achievable, significant and measurable. 

Examples of the value this project will provide, beyond what ASVO currently offers the astronomy               
community:  

● MWA data is currently not accessible outside the MWA collaboration without manual            
intervention by the MWA operations team. The project will provide a significant data             
enhancement by allowing direct worldwide access to publicly available MWA data while            
protecting MWA proprietary data for science teams. 

● Developing the ASVO MWA node will enable the radio astronomy community to gain             
sufficient experience towards the implementation of SKA regional data center VO services –             
this will deliver an accelerated data advantage for Australia’s SKA involvement.  

● ASVO is a key underpinning service that will directly support the science program of the               
recently established ~$31M ARC Centre of Excellence for All Sky Astrophysics in 3             
Dimensions (ASTRO-3D). The enhancements in this project (TAO IGM science module and            
the Meraxes 2+Genesis data set) will empower ASTRO-3D researchers and collaborators by            
expanding the science that can be undertaken through TAO.  

● TAO 5 will unlock community access to virtualized platforms for data access and science, and               
lay much of the groundwork for future ASVO nodes to be similarly deployed. Lessons learnt               
can be transferred to other science disciplines as they are confronted with similar data              
challenges. 

● TAO 5 will empower researchers by giving them local control over their data, allowing an               
efficient development pipeline where new data can be generated, loaded into TAO, tested             
and used, all without requiring external help. This will streamline the generation of new data               
products and the data publishing process through TAO.  

Budget and Milestones: 

Provide details of a high-level budget breakdown: 

Description of expenditure Organisation 
sub-contracted to 

ANDs, Nectar, 
RDS investment $ 

Co-investment 
(specify $ or 
in-kind 

1 X Project Manager (0.25 FTE for 12 months) AAL   

1 X TAO Software Engineer (1 FTE for 10 months) Swin0burne 
University 

  

1x TAO Postdoc / Developer (0.1 FTE for 12 months) Swinburne University   

1 X TAO Software Infrastructure Supporter (0.3 FTE for 
12 months) 

Swinburne University   

1 X MWA Software Engineer (1 FTE for 12 months) Curtin/Pawsey   

1 X MWA Senior Software Engineer (0.3 FTE for 12 
months) 

CSIRO   

1 X MWA Authentication Specialist (0.5 FTE for 12 
months) 

Curtin/Pawsey   
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1.5  X MWA Data Specialist (1.5 FTE for 12 months) Curtin/Pawsey   

Operation Infrastructure for MWA ASVO at Pawsey (4 
servers, 500TB data storage, networking) 

Pawsey   

1 x Pawsey Data Support Specialist (0.5 FTE for 12 
months)  

Pawsey   

1 x Pawsey Authentication & Security Specialist (0.2 
FTE for 12 months)  

Pawsey   

Total     

NOTE: The Data Specialists will be responsible for the implementation of on-the-fly calibration to MWA 

data. The Data Specialists should have strong astronomy knowledge and data management related 

working experience.  

Provide a breakdown of the project milestones and deliverables: 

Milestone Deliverables Due date Payment 
milestone Y/N 

Project 
Start 

Project actually commences activity The project will 
start as soon as 

the contract 
signed 

N 

M1 Acceptance of detailed project implementation plan 

 

(1 month after 
contracting) 

Y - 40% 

M2 TAO prototype 2 science modules completed (6 months) N 

M3 Completed MWA common authentication and authorisation prototype  (6 months) N 

M4 Completed on-the-fly calibration for MWA data service prototype (6 months) N 

M5 Acceptance of Interim report (6 months) Y - 40% 

M6 Phase 1 of TAO 5.0 completed (12 months) N 

M7 Completed MWA common authentication and authorisation service  (12 months) N 

M8 Completed on-the-fly calibration for MWA data service  (12 months) N 

M9 Successfully ingest new data and science module in TAO (12 months) N 

M10 Acceptance of Final re1port (12 months) Y - 20% 

 

Please indicate in the table above when the project will be able to commence work (ensuring availability 

of staff and other resources) and indicate below what approach that will be taken if the project start 

date is delayed? 

 

Proposals will benefit from the inclusion of relevant letters of support from senior representatives at 

participating institutions/organisations. 

Skills: 

Describe the skills needs that will be addressed through this activity for the proposed infrastructure to 

be adopted.  Describe the skills program (or alignment with an existing program) the project proposes to 

respond to  this need. The target audience for skills development can include non-research user groups 

such as software developers. 
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This project will collaborate with ADACS (Astronomy Data and Computing Services,           
https://adacs.org.au) to better address the ASVO community skills needs. ADACS was funded by             
AAL and successfully established at the beginning of 2017. It aims to provide astronomy-oriented              
training, support, and expertise to allow astronomers to maximise the scientific return from data              
and computing infrastructure. ADACS is composed of two nodes, one based in Melbourne             
(Swinburne) and the other in Perth (Curtin + Pawsey). ADACS currently offers three types of               
services: (1) training: providing astronomy-focused training in software development, data          
management, and HPC code optimisation; (2) data portal and ASVO node management:            
collaborating with relevant astronomy experts to create/enhance astronomy data portals to           
facilitate the management, sharing, and reuse of data; (3) national services:           
collaboration/partnering with national eResearch providers to help coordinate and maximise the           
computing and storage resources available to astronomers.  

This project will collaborate with ANDS/NeCTAR/RDS to leverage national resources for the            
astronomy community through the ASVO and its infrastructure.  

Impact, Communications & Engagement: 

Describe the means and measures by which you will demonstrate the impact of the project at its 

conclusion. Also detail how you will reach out to, and gather feedback from, the community in order to 

increase awareness and enthusiasm for, and improve the overall experience of, engaging with the new 

infrastructure. 

This project plans to track the following measures of performance and impact:  
● Number of (and growth in) users, and their national and institutional diversity. 
● Uptime of each ASVO Node, aiming for >95%. 
● User satisfaction, based on an annual survey plus any unsolicited user feedback. 
● Bibliometric data (ASVO-related publications, citations and acknowledgements). 
● Number of ASVO-related presentations and workshops by ASVO team members. 

The overall project communication strategy is to leverage both internal and external 
communication channels to maximise the exposure and benefits of this project: 

Internal communications: The ASVO node teams have regular stand-up and other internal            
meetings as part of their project management practices. The ASVO Technical Working Group             
(TWG) meets monthly to discuss technical matters related to the ASVO and other Australian VO               
projects. AAL’s Astronomy eResearch Advisory Committee (AeRAC) and the AAL Board meets            
quarterly to provide high-level oversight and advice on progress, risks, and any substantial             
variations to the project. Brief monthly progress reports and more comprehensive quarterly            
reports are made available to the ASVO TWG, AeRAC, and AAL Board. 

External communications: Communicating the outcomes and benefits of this project to external            
audiences is part of the overall ASVO communication strategy, which includes the following             
communication modes: workshops and webinars (1-2/year); presentations (5+/year); email         
updates via the Astronomical Society of Australia (ASA) email exploder (whenever applicable);            
Twitter (whenever applicable); progress reports (as required per contract); and user           
documentation (whenever applicable).  

We will additionally collaborate with ADACS to communicate relevant project outcomes and            
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benefits to the wider community.  

Interoperability and Reuse: 

Describe how the new infrastructure could be re-used or interoperate with existing infrastructure 

outside of this research community. State which additional research communities could benefit from the 

use of the new infrastructure and services. Describe these benefits. 

There are two key features could be re-used outside of the astronomy community:  
● The ASVO MWA component will implement a common authentication and authorisation           

layer (using eduGAIN and/or AAF) to enable national and international astronomers to            
access proprietary MWA data. This feature could be reused by others in the community to               
better support national and international data access (e.g. characterisation community,          
earth and environmental community, and biomedical community).  

● ASVO MWA software development will comply with the relevant IVOA standards, which will             
enhance the data interoperability.  

● The ASVO TAO component will follow a microservice design pattern to ensure easier             
maintainability and scalability over multiple heterogeneous architectures. This architecture         
update will enable us to build a distributed and easy to deploy TAO processing backbone               
that can harness the computational capabilities of multiple HPC/cloud platforms. This will            
encourage distributed development of the TAO science modules to accelerate innovation           
while maintaining an open, easy-to-use, and scalable platform. Also, it will move            
computation to the data, and speed-up the data publishing process by empowering the data              
producers to host their own data. This architecture change and the lessons learned within              
the transition process will be a model for other ASVO nodes and for other communities (e.g.                
biology, climate science) to better build cross platforms eResearch Infrastructures.  

This project will also partner with ANDS/NeCTAR/RDS to explore the possibility of reusing             
infrastructures/software components and tools developed by other communities to better address           
astronomy community needs.  

FAIR Data Principles: 

Describe how the new infrastructure will contribute to making data more FAIR (Findable, Accessible, 

Interoperable, Reusable). 

To better support FAIR data principles, this project will continue to support the implementation of               
IVOA standards (http://www.ivoa.net/documents/index.html) to enable astronomy data to be         
easily findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. For example, IVOA has developed a set of              
standards to allow astronomers to interrogate multiple data centers in a seamless and transparent              
way, allowing the potential for new powerful analysis and visualization tools, and which gives data               
centers a standard framework for publishing and delivering services using their data. This is made               
possible by standardization of data and metadata, by standardization of data exchange methods,             
and by the use of a registry, which lists available services and what can be done with them. We will                    
partner with ANDS/NeCTAR/RDS and explore improved ways to make astronomy data more FAIR.  
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Governance: 

State who is accountable for assessing project performance, and what processes will they apply. 

Describe the authority structure over resources in the proposed project, frequency of meetings, and ilist 

proposed members of the project governance body. An individual representing ANDS, Nectar and RDS 

should be included in the governance body. 

AAL will be responsible for the overall project oversight and delivery of outputs to              
ANDS/NeCTAR/RDS, while drawing on its ASVO Technical Working Group, AAL eResearch Advisory            
Committee and Board of Directors to monitor and advise on the project scope, progress and its                
related risks. An individual representing ANDS, NeCTAR and RDS will be invited to attend AAL               
eResearch Advisory Committee meeting. Swinburne University will be responsible for the TAO            
activities; Curtin University and Pawsey will be responsible for ASVO MWA core activities. Both              
teams employ an agile software methodology.  

Infrastructure: 

Describe the proposed infrastructure to be developed. Infrastructure can include skilled people, data, 

metadata and software. Detail the new resources that will be made available, who will use it, and the 

benefits of the provision of these resources. Also identify the components of the infrastructure that the 

project is adding value to, leveraging off, and engaging with, existing research investment. 

This project will adopt the overall approach that has been successfully used to develop the ASVO                
to date. The required spread of technical, software development, subject matter expertise, and             
project management skills will be obtained through appropriate partnerships and collaboration           
with ADACS, Swinburne University, Curtin Institute for Computation, CSIRO and Pawsey. 

Implementing the proposed ASVO MWA node will reduce the technical barriers and enable both              
public and proprietary MWA visibility data to be easily findable, accessible, interoperable and             
reusable by astronomy community. To do so, two key deliverables will be implemented for the               
next 12 months:  

● Implement required changes for Authentication and Authorisation in web interface and           
backend systems for MWA data, using eduGAIN 

● Implement on-the-fly calibration for MWA data services, including automated processing of           
calibration scans and extraction of cal data.  

Enhancing the existing ASVO TAO will enable TAO to work across multiple HPC and cloud               
platforms. The key targeted architectures include:  

● The next generation of the Swinburne HPC infrastructure (g3) as an example of traditional              
HPC platforms.  

● Amazon Web Services as an example for commercial cloud platforms.  
● Swinburne Research Cloud (OpenStack – operational under the NeCTAR Cloud) as an            

example for in-house cloud platforms.  

Phase one of the project (in scope) will target the next generation of the Swinburne HPC                
infrastructure (g3). Phase two of the project (out of scope) will expand this to the other platforms. 
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Sustainability: 

Describe the model and strategy for ensuring the future operations and development of this 

infrastructure is sustainable beyond the life of this funding cycle.  

The current level of funding and in-kind commitments ensure that the MWA and TAO services will                
be maintained and operated until at least 30 June 2019. We have high confidence that operations                
will continue well beyond this date through strong institutional commitments and support from             
other sources including AAL and ARC grants. For instance, the newly established ARC Center of               
Excellence for All Sky Astrophysics in 3 Dimensions (ASTRO-3D) and ARC Center of Excellence for               
Gravitational Wave Discovery (OzGrav) both support a team of data intensive astronomers and             
data specialists that will contribute their effort towards future maintenance and development of             
parts of the ASVO.  
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